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Speech Work: Vowel Sound /I/ 

This sound is a short sound. For example pronounce these words; bucket, fish, ship, ship, 
women. Now when you say the sound, your mouth is open and the lips are spread. 

Spelling 

You can spell the sound /I/ sound in several ways in English. Listen and repeat: 

I           E       Y ie A unusual 

Sit Houses Rhythm cities Private busy 

Sister Enough Sorry carried Orange business 

Grammar: Adjectives 

An adjective is a word that is used to describe and modify a noun. It tells us more about the 
noun. We can identify adjectives in words by knowing their features i.e. the descriptive feature 
of an adjective to a noun and also the modification. 

Types of Adjectives 

There are different types of adjectives in English. These are: 

Adjectives of Quality: These adjectives are used to describe the nature of a noun. They give 
an idea about the characteristics of the noun by answering the question ‘what kind’. 

Examples: A beautiful day, A good girl. 

Adjectives of Quantity: These adjectives help to show the amount or the approximate amount 
of the noun or pronoun. These adjectives do not provide exact numbers; rather they tell us the 
amount of the noun in relative or whole terms. e.g. All, Half, Many, Few, Little, No, Enough, 
Great 



Examples: There are few books on the shelf 

Many people came to the fair 

Adjectives of Number: These adjectives are used to show the number of nouns and their place 
in an order. There are three different sections within adjectives of number; they are – 

Definite Numeral Adjective – Those which clearly denote an exact number of nouns or the 
order of the noun. 

One, Two, Twenty, Thirty-Three etc. also known as Cardinals. 

First, Second, Third, Seventh etc. also known as Ordinals. 

Indefinite Numeral Adjective – Those adjectives that do not give an exact numerical amount 
but just give a general idea of the amount. 

Some, Many, Few, Any, Several, All etc. 

E.g.: There were many people present at the meeting. 

Distributive Numeral Adjective – Those adjectives that are used to refer to individual nouns 
within the whole amount. 

Either, Neither, Each, Another, Other etc. 

Taxes have to be paid by every employed citizen. 

Adjective of Size: These adjectives  tell you about the size of the noun, they can be used for an 
object as well as living things. 

Examples: A big rat, A short ladder 

Adjective of Age: These are Adjectives that tell about the age of a noun either by itself or in 
relation to another noun. 

e.g. Young, Old, Teenage, Mature 

Examples: A young man, An old car 

Adjective of Temperature: A warm evening, A hot bath 

Adjective of Shape: These adjectives tell about the shape or appearance of the noun. 

e.g. Circular, Crooked, Triangular 

Examples: A square table, A round box 

Adjective of Colour: These are the adjectives that tell about the shade and hue of a noun. 

e.g. Pastel, Red, Blue, Metallic, Colourless 



Examples: A red shirt, A colourless  liquid 

Adjective of Origin: These are adjectives that tell the geographical location of a noun. 

Examples: A french car, A chinese watch 

Descriptive Adjectives 

The most common type of adjective is the descriptive adjective. These are simply words that 
help to describe nouns. They can be colours, sizes, or other describing words. 

Possessive Adjectives 

Possessive adjectives are like possessive pronouns, but act as adjectives. They are: my, your, 
its, our, and their. They demonstrate a relationship of ownership. In the examples below, the 
possessive adjectives are in red. The nouns they modify are in blue. Remember: it’s an 
adjective if it comes with the noun; it’s a pronoun if it replaces the noun. 

It is my ball.                                        

Demonstrative Adjectives 

Demonstrative Adjectives are identical to demonstrative pronouns, but are used for a different 
purpose. The demonstrative adjectives are: this, that, those, and what. In the following 
sentences the demonstrative adjectives are in red and the nouns they modify are in blue. 

Take this job and shove it.. 

Interrogative Adjectives 

Another type of adjective is the interrogative adjective. Interrogative adjectives include the 
words which and what. In the following sentences the interrogative adjectives are in red and the 
nouns they modify are in blue. 

Which company do you want to invest in? 

Indefinite Adjectives 

 It’s an adjective that’s not definite. Too vague? How about a word like “some” or “many.” 
Getting clearer? 

1. Some people wanted to buy stocks. 

2. Many people wanted to buy bonds. 

3. A few people wanted to buy gold. 

4. Why indefinite? Because it’s not exactly clear how many or who. 

	


